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Abstract
We describe Syskill & Webert, a software agent that learns
to rate pages on the World Wide Web (WWW,), deciding
what pages might interest a user The user rates explored
pages on a three point scale, and Syskill & Webert learns
a user profile by analyzing the information on each page.
The user profile can be used in two ways. First) it can be
used to suggest which links a user would be interested in
exploring. Second, it con be used to construct a L YCOS
queiy to find pages that would interest a user. We compare
six different algorithms from machine learning and
information retrieval on this task. We find that the naive
Bayesian classifier offers several advantages over other
learning algorithms on this task Furthermore, we find that
an initial portion of a web page is sufficient for making
predictions on its interestingness substantially reducing the
amount of network transmission required to make
predictions.

1 Introduction
There is a vast amount of information on the World

Wide Web (WWW) and more is becoming available daily.
I-low can a user locate information that might be useful to
that user? In this paper, we discuss Syskill & Webert, a
software agent that learns a profile of a user's interest, and
uses this profile to identi' interesting web pages in two
ways. First, by having the user rate some of the links from
a manually collected "index page" Syskill & Webert can
suggest which other links might interest the user. Syskill &
Webert can annotate any HTML page with information on
whether the user would be interested in visiting each page
linked from that page. Second, Syskill & Webert can
construct a LYCOS (Maudlin & Leavitt, 1994) query and
retrieve pages that might match a user's interest, and then
annotate this result of the LYCOS search. Figure 1 shows
a Web page (http:llai.iit.nrc.calsubjectslai_subjects.html)
that has been annotated by Syskill and Webert. This web
page is a subject listing of Al topics that serves as an
example of one index page. In this case, the user has
indicated strong interest in "Machine Learning" and
"Reinforcement Learning" (indicated by two thumbs up), a
mild interest in "Agents" (indicated by one thumb up and
one thumb down) and no interest in "Business, Finance

and Al" and "Philosophy of Al' (indicated by two thumbs
down). The other annotations are the predictions made by
SyskiU & Webert about whether the user would be
interested in each unexplored page. A smiley face indicates
that the user hasn't visited the page and Syskill & Webert
recommends the page to the user. For this topic, these
pages are "Neural Networks," "Evolutionary Algorithms,"
"Bayesian Inference," "General Al," and "Case-Based
Reasoning." The international symbol for "no" is used to
indicate a page hasn't been visited and the learned user
profile indicates the page should be avoided. Following
any prediction is a number between 0 and I indicating the
probability the user would like the page.

In this paper, we first describe how the Syskill & Webert
interface is used and the functionality that it provides.
Next, we describe the underlying technology for learning a
user profile and how we addressed the issues involved in
applying machine learning algorithms to classic' HTML
texts rather than classified attribute-value vectors. We
describe experiments that compare the accuracy of several
algorithms at learning user profiles. Finally, we relate
Syskill & Webert to other agents for learning on the Web.

2 Syskill & Webert
Syskill & Webert learns a separate profile for each topic

of each user. We decided to learn a profile for user topics
rather than users for two reasons. First, we believe that
many users have multiple interests and it will be possible to
learn a more accurate profile for each topic separately since
the factors that make one topic interesting are unlikely to
make another interesting. Second, associated with each
topic is a URL that we call an index page. The index page
is a manually constructed page that typically contains a
hundred or more links to other information providers. For
example, the Web page at
http://golgi .harvard edu/biopages/all.html
contains links to over 400 sites on the topic of Biosciences.
Syskill & Webert allows a user to explore the Web using
the index page as a starting point. In one mode of using
Syskill & Webert, it learns a profile from the user's ratings
of pages and uses this profile to suggest other pages
accessible from the index page. To collect ratings, the
HTML source of users' pages is intercepted, and an
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Figure 1. An example of a page annotated by Syskill & Webert.

additional functionality is added to each page (see Figure
2). This functionality allows the user to rate a page as
either hot (two thumbs up), lukewarm (one thumb up aud
one thumb down), or cold (two thumbs down). The user
can return to the index page or switch topics. Furthermore,
the user can instruct Syskill & Webert to learn a user-
profile for the current topic, make suggestions or consult
LYCOS to search the Web.

When a user rates a page, the HTML source of the page
is copied to a local file and a summary of the rating is
made. The summary contains the classification (hot, cold,
or lukewarm), the URL and local file, the date the file was
copied (to allow for the bookkeeping that would occur

when a file changes), and the page's title (to allow for the
production of a summary of the ratings).

Syskill & Webert adds functionality to the page (see
Figure 2) for learning a user profile, using this user profile
to suggest which links to explore from the index page, and
forming LYCOS queries. The user profile is learned by
analyzing all of the previous classifications of pages by the
user on this topic. Syskill & Webert also contains a
function to retrieve and locally store the HTML source of
all links accessible from the current page. Syskill &
Webert analyzes the HTML source of a page to determine
whether the page matches the user's profile. To avoid
network transmission overhead during our experiments, we
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prefetch all pages. This also ensures that experiments are
repeatable if a page changes or is no longer accessible

Once the user profile has been learned, it can be used to
determine whether the user would be interested in another
page. However, this decision is made by analyzing the
HTML source of a page, and it requires the page to be
retrieved first. To get around network delays, we allow the
user to prefetch all pages accessible from the index page
and store them locally. Once this has been done, Syskill &
Webert can learn a new profile and make suggestions about
pages to visit quickly. Section 5 discusses one means of
avoiding a significant amount of network transmission
overhead. Once the HTML has been analyzed, Syskill &
Webert annotates each link on the page with an icon
indicating the user's rating or its prediction of the user's
rating together with the estimated probability that a user
would like the page. Following any prediction is a number
between 0 and 1 indicating the probability the user would
like the page. The default version of Syskill & Webert uses
a simple Bayesian classifier (Duda & Hart, 1973) to
determine this probability. Note that these ratings and
predictions are specific to one user and do not reflect on
how other users might rate the pages.

As described above, Syskill & Webert is limited to
making suggestions about which link to follow from a
single page. This is useful if someone has collected a
nearly comprehensive set of links about a topic. Syskill &
Webert contains another feature that is useful in finding
pages that might interest a user anywhere on the Web
(provided the pages have been indexed by LYCOS). The
user profile contains information on two types of words
that occur in pages that have been rated. First, it contains
words that occur in the most number of pages that have
been rated "hot." For these words, we do not consider
whether they have also occurred in pages that have other
ratings. However, we ignore common English words and
all HTML commands. The second set of words we use are
those whose presence in an HTML file helps discriminate
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Figure 3 Syskill & Webert constructs a LYCOS query from a user profile.

pages that are rated hot from other pages. As described in
Section 3, we use mutual information to identify
discriminating words. Since LYCOS cannot accept very
long queries, we use the 7 most discriminating words that
are found in a higher proportion of hot pages than all pages
and the 7 most commonly occurring words as a query.
The discriminating words are useful in distinguishing pages
of a given topic but do not describe the topic. For example
(see Figure 3) the discriminating words for one user about
the Biosciences are "grants," "control," "WUSTL," "data,"
"genome," "CDC," and "infectious." The common words
are useful for defining a topic. In the example in Figure 3
these are "university," "research," "pharmacy," "health,"
"journal," "bio'ogy," and "medical."

LYCOS indexes a large percentage of the Web and can
quickly identify URLs whose pages contain certain
keywords. However, it requires a user to filter the results.
Syskill & Webert can be used to filter the results of
LYCOS (provided the pages are fetched). For example,
FiguTe 3 shows part of a LYCOS result that has been
augmented by Syskill & Webert to contain a

recommendation against visiting one page.

3 Learning a user profile.
Learning algorithms require a set of positive examples

of some concepts (such as web pages one is interested in)
and negative examples (such as web pages one is not
interested in). In this paper, we learn a concept that
distinguishes pages rated as hot by the user from other
pages (combining the two classes lukewarm and cold, since
few pages are rated lukewarm, and we are primarily
interested in finding pages a user would consider hot).
Most learning programs require that the examples be
represented as a set of feature vectors. Therefore, we have
constructed a method of converting the 1-ITML source of a
web page into a Boolean feature vector. Each feature has a
Boolean value that indicates whether a particular "word" is
present (at least once) or absent in a particular web page.

t



For the purposes of this paper, a word is a sequence of
letters, delimited by nonletters. For example, the URL <A
HREF= http://golgi.harvard.edu/biopages/all.html>
contains nine "words" a, href, http, golgi, harvard, edu,
biopages, all, and html. All words are convened to upper
case.

Not all words that appear in an HTML document are
used as features. We use an information-based approach,
similar to that used by an early version of the NewsWeeder
program (Lang, 1995) to determine which words to use as
features. Intuitively, one would like words that occur
frequently in pages on the hotlist, but infrequently on pages
on the coldlist (or vice versa). This is achieved by finding
the expected information gain (E(W,S)) (e.g., Quinlan,
1986) that the presence or absence of a word (W) gives
toward the classification of elements of a set of pages (5):

E( W,S) I(S) - [P( W=present)I(S,vp,csc,n)
+P( WabsentI(Scn,)]

where

I(S) -p(Sc)log2lp(Sc))
c C tIw, cok/}

P(Wpresent,) is the probability that W is present on a
page, Swp,.esent is the set of pages that contain at least
one occurrence of W, and Sc are the pages that belong to
the class. Using this approach, we find the set of k most
informative words. In the experiment discussed in Section
4, we use the 128 most informative words. In
experimentation not reported here, we've found that values
of k between 75 and 150 produce acceptable accuracies.
Table I shows some of the most informative words
obtained from a collection of 140 FITML documents on
independent rock bands.

Table 1. Some of the words used as features.
nirvana suite lo
fi snailrnail him
pop records rockin
little singles recruited
july jams songwriting
college rr his
following today write
handling drums vocals
island tribute previous
smashing haunting bass
favorite airplay noise

Once the HTML source for a given topic has been
converted to positive and negative examples represented as
feature vectors, it's possible to run many learning
algorithms on the data. We have investigated a variety of

machine learning algorithms including the Bayesian
classifier (Duda & Hart, 1973), the nearest neighbor
algorithm (Duda & Hart, 1973), 1D3 (Quinlan, 1986),
perceptrons (Widrow & Hoff, 1960) and multi-layer
networks (with 12 hidden units) trained with error
backpropagation (Rummelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986).

4 Experimental Evaluation
To determine whether it is possible to learn user

preferences accurately, we have had four users use the
Syskill & Webert interface to rate pages. A total of six
different user profiles were collected (since one user rated
pages on three different topics). The topics are
summarized in Table 2 together with the total number of
pages that have been rated by the user. Two users rated the
pages on independent recording artists. One (A) listened to
an excerpt of songs, and indicated whether the song was
liked. Of course, the machine learning algorithms only
analyze the HTML source describing the bands and do not
analyze associated sounds or pictures. Another user (B)
read about the bands (due to the lack of sound output on the
computer) and indicated whether he'd be interested in the
band.

Syskill & Webert is intended to be used to find unseen
pages the user would like. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of the leanung algorithms, it is necessary to
run experiments to see if Syskill & Webert's prediction
agrees with the users preferences. Therefore we use a
subset of the rated pages for training the algorithm and
evaluate the effectiveness on the remaining rated pages.
For an individual trial of an experiment, we randomly
selected k pages to use as a training set, and reserved the
remainder of the data as a test set. From the training set,
we found the 128 most informative features, and then
recoded the training set as feature vectors to be used by the
learning algorithm. We tried five learning algorithms on
each training set. The learning algorithm created a
representation for the user preferences. Next, the test data
was converted to feature vectors using the features found
informative on the training set. Finally, the learned user
preferences were used to determine whether pages in the
test set would interest the user. For each trial, we recorded
the accuracy of the learned preferences (i.e., the percent of
test examples for which the learned preferences agreed
with the user's interest). We ran 30 paired trials of each
algorithm. Figure 4 shows the average accuracy of each
algorithm as a function of the number of training examples
for four problems. The results on the two problems not
shown are similar.



Table 2. Topics used in our experiments.

The results are promising in that on most of the
problems the predictions are substantially better than
simply guessing that the user would not be interested in a
page (which is the most frequent prediction on all topics).
However, no oae algorithm is clearly superior on this set.
To get a more detailed idea of which algorithms perform
well, we ran another experiment with 24 trials and 20
training examples in each domain and the algorithm(s) that
were most and least accurate. In each case, we used a
paired, two tailed t-test to find other algorithms that were
not significantly different from the best and the worst. On
the biomedical domain, the naive Bayesian classifier was
most accurate and 1D3 was least. On the LYCOS search
domain, nearest neighbor was most accurate and lD3 was
least. On the bands (listening) problem, nearest neighbor,
the naive Bayesian classifier and backpropagatiun were
most accurate and 1D3 was least. On the bands (reading)
problem nearest neighbor and backpropagation were most
accurate and lD3 was least. On the movies domain the
naive Bayesian classifier was most accurate and nearest
neighbor and 1D3 were least. On the protein problem,
nearest neighbor, 1D3 and the naive Bayesian classifier
were most accurate and backprop and the perceptron were
least accurate. In summary, it appears that 1D3 is not
particularly suited to this problem, as one 'night imagine
since it learns simple necessary and sufficient descriptions
about category membership. A typical decision made by
1D3 looks at the presence or absence of 3-5 words and this
may be too brittle for a domain such as this. Although one
must be careful not to read too much into averaging
accuracies across domains, the naive Bayesian classifier
has the highest average accurady with 20 training
examples: 77.1 (standard deviation 4.4). In contrast,
backprop is 75.0 (3.9), nearest neighbor is 75.0 (5.5), and
1D3 is 70.6 (3.6). We have also experimented with a more
advanced decision tree learner using pruning with similar
results.

We have decided to use the naive Bayesian classifier as
the default algorithm in Syskill & Webert for a variety of
reasons. It is very fast for both learning and predicting. Its

learning time is linear in the number of examples and its
prediction time is independent of the number of examples.
It is trivial to create an incremental version of the naive
Bayesian classifier. It provides relatively fine-grained
probability estimates that may be used to order the
exploration of new pages in addition to rating them. For
example, on the biomedical domain, we used a leave-one-
out testing methodology to predict the probability that a
user would be interested in a page. The ten pages with the
highest probability were all correctly classified as
interesting and the 10 pages with the lowest probability
were all correctly classified as uninteresting. There were
21 pages whose probability of being interesting was above
0.9 and 19 of these were rated as interesting by the user.
There were 64 pages whose probability of being interesting
was below 0.1 and only I was rated as interesting by the
user.

In the final experiment, we'll concentrate our
experimentation on the naive Bayesian classifier with 20
training examples. We choose a small number of examples
since most users will want to get results after ranking such
a small number of pages. We investigate whether it is
possible to get similar accuracy with less work by looking
at an initial portion of the page during learning and
prediction.

As described so far, it is necessary to store the complete
HTML source of every page rated by the user and to
evaluate an unseen page it is necessary to retrieve the entire
HTML to convert the page to a feature vector. Here, we
investigate an alternate approach. Instead of analyzing the
entire HTML to find informative words, only the woTds
contained in the initial c characters are used during learning
when creating a profile and only those words in the initial c
characters are used to predict whether a user would like
the page. Of course, we still select the 128 most
informative words in the initial portions of the pages. Note
that we ½ok at an initial sequence of characters, rather than
words, since the protocol for transmission of segments of
the file is based on characters.

User Topic URL of topic's index page Pages

A Biomedical http://qo1gi.harvard.edu/biopages/medicine.htrnl 127

A Lycos not applicable 54

A Bands(Iistening) ht.tp: //www. iutna.corn/IUMh-2 . 0/olas/location/USA.htnil 57

B Bands (reading) http: //www. iuma. cotn/ItJMA-2 . O/olas/location/USA.html 154

C Movies http://rteG6.com/Movies/blurb.html 48

D Protein http://qolqi.harvard.edu/secjuences.html 26



We ran an experiment with the naive Bayesian classifier
on the six domains with 20 training examples where we
varied the value of c. The values used were 256, 512,
1024, 2048, 3072, 4096 and infinity (i.e., using the entire
document). The results of this experiment, averaged over
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24 trials, are shown in Figure 5. We plot each domain
separately and also plot an average over the six domains.

While in some domains (protein, hands and LYCOS),
there is an advantage in not analyzing the entire document,
on average there is a small decrease in accuracy. For
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example, oniy looking at the first 2048 characters yields an
average accuracy of 74.2 while looking at all characters
yields an accuracy of 76.3 We have run experiments with
all of the other learning algorithms and the general pattern
is the same. On average, it is best to analyze the entire file,
but the first 1024 -2048 characters is sufficient to achieve
nearly the same accuracy. Usually, less than 512
characters results in a significant decrease in accuracy.

Although there is a small decrease in accuracy when
!ooking at the initial segment of the file, in the next version
of Syskill & Webert we will store and process only an
initial segment to reduce the transmission overhead
associated with fetching pages to rank. We also note that
many users of Syskill & Webert rate a page as interesting
without looking at the entire page and that many
information retrieval systems index abstracts rather than
the full text of a document.

Anecdotally, we have observed that some errors in
Syskill & Webert are caused by analyzing too much of a
page. For example, Syskill & Webert sometimes rates a
page as interesting to a user when it is not. Sometimes this
occurs because the page itself is uninteresting, while at the
bottom of the page, there are pointers and short
descriptions of related interesting sites. This may explain
why in some domains the accuracy of Syskill and Webert is
improved when only analyzing an initial segment.
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Figure 5 The effect of only analyzing the initial c
characters of a file.

S Related work
The methods developed for our learning agent are

related to work in information retrieval and relevance
feedback (e.g., Salton & Buckley, 1990; Croft & Harper,

1979). However, rather than learning to adapt user queries,
we are developing a user profile that may be used for
classification tasks such as filtering new information as it
hecomes available. We experimented with several IR
algorithms to perform classification tasks (e.g., by
weighting the nearest neighbor similarity metric by the TF-
IDF weight, or applying a variant of Rocchio's method
(Rocchio, 1971). We do not report on the results in this
paper due to space limitations, but in our initial
experiments the Bayesian classifier was nearly always
more accurate.

There are several other agents designed to perform tasks
similar to ours. The WebWatcher (Armstrong, Freitag,
Joachims, and Mitchell, 1995) system is designed to help a
user retrieve information from Web sites. When given a
description of a goal (such as retrieving a paper by a
particular author), it suggests which links to follow to get
from a starting location to a goal location. It learns by
watching a user traverse the WWW and it helps the user
when similar goals occur in the future. The WebWatcher
and the work described here serve different goals. In
particular, the user preference profile learned by Syskill &
Webert may be used to suggest new information sources
related to ones the user is interested in.

6 Future Work
We are planning two types of enhancements to Syskill &

Webert. First, we will investigate improvements to the
underlying classification technology:

Explore the use of ordinal rather than Boolean features.
Boolean features indicate whether a word is present or
absent in a document. The ordinal features could
indicate the number of times a word is present. Note
that words include items such as "jpg" and "html" so
these may be used to make decisions based on the
number of pictures or links if they are informative. Like
extensions to TF-IDF, these may be normalized to the
length of the document.
Using linguistic and hierarchical knowledge in the
forming of features. Linguistic routines such as
stemming (i.e., finding the root fonns of words) may
improve the accuracy of Syskill & Webert by having a
smaller number of more informative features.
Currently, words in the pages are used as features
without any knowledge of the relationship between
words such as "protein' and "proteins." Semantic
knowledge such as the relationship between "pigs" and
"swine' may also prove useful. Similarly, knowing that
"gif," "jpg" and "jpeg" are all extensions of graphic files
would facilitate Syskill & Webert learning that a user
has a preference for (or against) pages with in-line
graphics.



Another set of enhancements to Syskill & Webert
involve the redesign of the user interface to make it more
interactive. We are currently reiniplementing many of its
capabilities as a Netscape plugin. One important advantage
of this reimplernentation is that the user profile can then be
stored on the client rather than on the Syskill & Webert
server. We are also exploring several other enhancements
to the interface that will make it easier to use (and as a
consequence allow us to collect more data for our
experiments).

Implementing routines that interactively annotate the
index page with Syskill & Webert's predictions as the
initial 2k of each link is processed. Currently, no
annotations are added until all links have been retrieved
and rated. We allow the user to prefetch links so that
the rating can occur rapidly, but this does require
patience the first time Syskill & Webert is used and disk
space to store local copies of files.
Currently, Syskill & Webert retrieves the original
source of a page to determine its interestingness.
Several of the Web search engines such as LYCOS
store a summary of the page. We are implementing
routines to use this summary for rating the
interestingness of a page. Combined with the previous
option, this will reorder the suggestion made by LYCOS
based on the user's profile. This may be particularly
useful with "CyberSearch" which is a copy of much of
the LYCOS database on CD-ROM eliminating the
network connection overhead as well as the network
transmission overhead

7 Conclusions
We have introduced an agent that collects user

evaluations of the interestingness of pages on the World
Wide Web. We have shown that a user profile may be
leamed from this information and that this user profile can
be used to determine what other pages might interest the
user. Such pages can be found immediately accessible
from a user-defined index page for a given topic or by
using a Web search engine. Experiments on six topics
with four users showed that the Bayesian classifier
performs well at this classification task, both in terms of
accuracy and efficiency. Other learning algorithms that
make classifications based on combining evidence from a
large number of features also performed well. 1D3 was not
very accurate perhaps since it tries to minimize the number
of features it tests to make a classification and accurate
classifications cannot be based on the presence or absence

of a few words. Further experimentation showed that
nearly the same classification accuracy could be achieved
by looking only at the initial portion of a page, suggesting
an enhancement to the Interface that reduces storage space
and network transmission overhead.
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Abstract. We discuss algorithms for learning and revising user profiles that can determine which World Wide
Web sites on a given topic would be interesting to a user. We describe the use of a naive Bayesian classifier for this
task, and demonstrate that it can incrementally learn profiles from user feedback on the interestingoess of Web sites.
Furthermore, the Bayesian classifier may easily be extended to revise user provided profiles. In an experimental
evaluation we compare the Bayesian classifier to computationally more intensive alternatives, and show that it
performs at least as well as these approaches throughout a range of different domains. In addition, we empirically
analyze the effects of providing the classifier with background knowledge in form of user defined profiles and
examine the use of lexical knowledge for feature selection. We find that both approaches can substantially increase
the prediction accuracy.

Keywords: Information filtering, intelligent agents, multistrategy learning, World Wide Web, user profiles

1. Introduction

The World Wide Web (WWW) contains a vast amount of information of varying quality.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of assisting a person to find information that sat-
isfies long-term, recurring goals (such as finding information on machine applications in
medicrne) rather than short-term goals (such as find a paper by a particular author (Armstrong
et al., 1995)). We define the "interestingness" of a web page as the relevance of the page
With respect to the user's long-term information goals. Feedback on the interestingness
of a set of previously visited sites can be used to learn a profile that would predict the
interestingness of unseen sites. Since learning accurate classifiers often requires a great
deal of data and users may be unwilling to rate many sites before accurate predictions are
made, we allow the user to provide an initial profile that is then revised when the user rates
visited sites. We will show that revising profiles results in more accurate classifications,
particularly with small training sets.

In this paper, we give a brief overview of Syskill & Webert (Pazzani et al., 1996), an
intelligent agent we designed to learn profiles. Syskill & Webert identifies infonnative
words from Web pages to use as Boolean features, and learns a naive Bayesian classifier to
determine the interestingness of pages. After an initial description of Syskill & Webert, we
then discuss a number of issues in the learning and revision of profiles.

Do more sophisticated and computationally expensive classifiers provide a benefit over
the naive Bayesian classifier?
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How can an initial user profile be used to increase the accuracy of initial predictions?
What additional knowledge can be brought to bear on the problem to increase the accuracy
of predictions?

2. Syskill and Webert

Syskill & Webert is designed to help users distinguish interesting Web pages on a particular
topic from uninteresting ones. Because the criteria that are used to determine whether a
page on one topic is interesting are likely to depend upon the topic, a different profile is
learned for each topic. Similarly, different users may not agree on the interestingness of a
page. Therefore, each user has a set of profiles, one for each topic.

2.1. User interface

To use Syskill & Webert, users indicate whether they wish to continue exploring an existing
topic, or wish to create a new topic. To create a topic, the user first gives the topic a
name (e.g., Biomedical) and the URL of an existing index page, and optionally an ini-
tial profile to distinguish interesting pages on this topic from uninteresting ones. We will
discuss the representation and revision of user profiles in Section 4. An index page is
simply a web page with many links to other pages on the topic. Fortunately, a number
of such pages are manually created and maintained on a variety of topics. For example,
http //www. ohsu. edu/cliniweb/wwwvl/all . html contains links to over 500 web
sites on Biomedical topics.

Once the user has identified a topic, the user can explore the Web, and each page that is
displayed is augmented with additional controls that can be selected to collect user ratings
on the current page, and to instruct Syskill & Webert to learn a profile, suggest which links
on the current page are interesting, or to consult LYCOS (Mauldin & Leavitt, 1994), a Web
search engine, to help find interesting pages. Figure 1 shows an example of a Web page
annotated with such controls.

The user may rate a page as either hot (two thumbs up) or cold (two thumbs down),
and the ratings are saved by Syskill & Webert so that the pages may be used as positive or
negative examples when learning a profile1. When the user wants advice on which links to
explore from the current page, the user selects "Make Suggestion" and the current page is
annotated with symbols indicating suggestions or prior ratings. Figure 2 shows an example
of a page (http://ai.iit.nrc.ca/subjects/aLsubjects.html) after it has been
annotated.

In Figure 2, the user has indicated interest in "Machine Learning" (indicated by two
thumbs up), and no interest in "Philosophy of Al" (indicated by two thumbs down). The
other annotations are the predictions made by Syskill & Webert about whether the user
would be interested in each unexplored page. A sniiley face indicates that the user has not
visited the page and Syskill & Webert recommends the page to the user. From this page,
the "Neural Networks" link is highly recommended. The international symbol for "no" is
used to indicate a page hasn't been visited and the learned user profile indicates the page
should be avoided. Following any prediction is a number between 0 and I indicating the
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Figure 1. Syskill and Webert interface for rating pages.
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Figure 2. An example of a page annotated by Syskill & Webert

probability the user would like the page. This probability is determined by a naive Bayesian
classifier (Duda & Hart, 1973).

Note that Syskill & Webert is not restricted to just pages that can be accessed from an index
page. In particular, it has the ability to construct queries of search engines (consisting of
a combination of highly informative words and words that occur frequently on interesting
pages), and it can make suggestions about which pages returned from a search engine
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are interesting. Pazzani et al. (1996) contains more information on constructing LYCOS
queries. In this paper, we focus on learning issues.

2.2. Learning user profiles

Supervised learning algorithms require a set of positive examples of some concepts (such
as web pages one is interested in) and negative examples (such as web pages one is not
interested in). Most machine learning programs require that the examples be represented
as a set of feature vectors. Therefore, we convert the HTML source of a web page into a
Boolean feature vector. Each feature has a Boolean value that indicates whether a particular
word is present (at least once) or absent in a particular web page. For the purposes of this
paper, a word is a sequence of letters, delimited by nonletters. For example, the URL <A
HREF= http: //golgi . harvard. edu/biopages/all . html> contains the nine "words"
a, href, http, golgi, harvard, edu, biopages, all, and html. All words are converted
to upper case.

Not all words that appear in an HTML document are used as features. We use an
information-based approach to determine which words to use as features. Intuitively, one
would like words that occur frequently in pages on the hotlist, but infrequently on pages on
the eoldlist (or vice versa). This is accomplished by finding the expected information gain
(E(W, 5)) (e.g., Quinlan, 1986) that the presence or absence of a word (W) gives toward
the classification of elements of a set of pages (5):

E(W, 5) = I(S) - [P(W =present)I(Sw=p,eseni) + P(W = abSeflt)I(S,,;=aose,;j)]

where

I(S) = .> p(Sc)log2(p(Sc))
cE{hOI.cOId)

P(W =present) is the probability that W is present on a page, and (Swp,senr) is the set
of pages that contain at least one occurrence of W and Sc are the pages that belong to the
class c.

Using this approach, we find the set of k most informative words. In the initial experi-
ments in this paper, we use the 128 most informative words. We will return to the issue of
determining how many infonnative features to use later in this paper.

In a sample of 20 web pages, there are often 5,000 or more unique words, and it is
likely that with such a large collection of words and such a small sample of pages, some
words would appear to be informative that would not be infonnative with a larger or more
representative sample. This can particularly be a problem with frequently occurring words
that happen by chance to occur in a higher (or lower) percentage of hot pages than cold
pages. Syskill & Webert, like many information retrieval systems (e.g., Salton (1989))
attempts to mitigate this problem by having a stop list, i.e., a list of approximately 600
frequently occurring English words (and HTML commands) that typically are not very
relevant to classification problems. Words on the stop list (e.g., "the," "is," "very," and "if")
are always excluded from consideration as informative words.



Table 1 shows some of the most informative words obtained from a collection of 80
HTML documents on goats. -

Once the HTML source for a given topic has been converted to positive and negative
examples represented as feature vectors, it is possible to run many learning algorithms on
the data. We use a naive Bayesian classifier in Syskill & Webert, as it has several properties
(prediction time, ease of adding prior knowledge) which make it an appropriate learning
algorithm for this task. In Section 3, we compare the naive Bayesian classifier to some
alternative classification algorithms and explain in greater detail why we chose it as the
default algorithm for Syskill & Webert.

The Bayesian classifier (Duda & Hart, 1973) is a probabilistic method for classification.
It can be used to determine the probability that an example j belongs to class C, given
values of attributes of the example:

P(CJA1r=Vij&...&AnVnj)

If the attribute values are independent, this probability is proportional to:

P(CiJJP(Ak = VkCI)

Both P(Ak = Vk I
C,) (i.e., the probability that a page contains a word given that it is hot)

and P (C,) (e.g., the probability that a page is hot) may be estimated from training data. To
determine the most likely class of an example (i.e., either hot-or cold), the probability of
each class is computed. An example is assigned to the class with the highest probability.

2.3. Initial experiments

To determine whether it is possible to learn user preferences for web sites accurately, we
collected data from four users on a total of nine different user profiles. Two users rated
pages on independent recording artists. One listened to an excerpt of songs, and indicated
whether the song was liked. Of course, the machine learning algorithms only analyze
the HTML source describing the bands and do not analyze associated sounds or pictures.
Another user read about the bands (due to the lack of sound output on the computer) and
indicated whether he'd be interested in the band. The other topics include Sheep and Goats
(whose links were obtained from Inktomi searches), Biomedical (once from a topic page
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Table 1. Some of the words used as features.
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pygmy return productioa cashmere management

milk animal angera feed spring

library breeding feeding cheese other

program computer fair fiber green

however health dairy time summer

took quality early normal farm



User Topic URL of topic's index page Pages

A Bands (listening)

A Bio (Topic)

A Bio (Lycos)

A Goats

A Sheep

A Mail

B Bands (reading)

C Movies

D Protein

http://www.iuina.com/JUMA-2.O/olas/location/USA.htrnl

http://golgi.harvard.edulbiopages/niedicine.htrnl

Not applicabie/resuhs of a LYCOS search on biomedicine

Not applicable/results of an Inklomi search on goats

Not applicable/results of an Jnkto,ni search on sheep

Not applicable/converted to web pages

http://www.iuma.com/IUMA-2.0/olas/locationlUSA.htrnl

http://rteó6.com/Movies/blurb.html

http://golgi.harvard.edu/sequences.htinl

57

127

54

70

70

129

154

48

26

and once from a LYCOS search), Protein Science, an archive of electronic mail (that was
converted to Web pages so that Syskill & Webert could be used to filter mail), and motion
pictures. Table 2 lists the sources of the used web pages, and the amount of data collected.

Syskill & Webert is intended to be used to find unseen pages that are relevant to the
user's interests. To evaluate the effectiveness of the learning algorithms, it is necessary to
run experiments to see if Syskill & Webert's prediction agrees with the user's preferences.
Therefore we use a subset ofthe rated pages for training the algorithm and evaluate the effec-
tiveness on the remaining rated pages. For an individual trial of an experiment, we randomly
selected n pages to use as a training set, and reserved the remainder of the data as a test set.
From the training set, we found the 128 most informative features, and then recoded the
training set as feature vectors to be used by the learning algorithm. The learning algorithm
created a representation for the user preferences. Next, the test data (i e, all data not used
as training data) was converted to feature vectors using the features found informative on
the training set. Finally, the learned user preferences were used to detennine whether pages
in the test set would interest the user. For each trial, we recorded the accuracy of the learned
preferences (i.e., the percent of test examples for which the learned preferences agreed with
the user's interest). We ran 40 trials ofthe Bayesian classifier. Figure 3 shows the average ac-
curacy of Syskill & Webert using a Bayesian classifier as a function of the number oftraining
examples (from 10 to 45 examples). Two domains, protein and movies, did not have enough
examples to use the larger training sets. The percentage of cold pages (i.e., the most frequent
class in all domains) is displayed next to the domain name in the legend of each graph.

The results are promising in that on most of the problems the predictions are substantially
better than simply guessing that the user would not be interested in a page. On many prob-
lems, the accuracy increases substantially as more examples are added. However, on two
versions of the problem of identifying interesting independent recording artists Syskill &
Webert performs at chance levels and adding additional examples does not provide a sub-
stantial benefit. This suggests that either the example representations are inadequate to
learn an accurate classifier using the naïve Bayes approach or that the problem is very
noisy, i.e., the problem contains a lot of information that is not informative with respect to
the "interestingness" of recording artists.
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Table 2. Topics used in our experiments.
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Figure 3. The average accuracy of Syskill & Webert as a function of the number of training examples.

The results illustrate that learning user profiles would be a useful additional capability of
Web search engines. For example, one user was interested in only 26% of the biomedical
articles returned by LYCOS. In contrast, Syskill & Webert is able to identify with greater
than 80% accuracy whether this user would like a biomedical page found by LYCOS.

So far, we have just considered a binary decision of whether a user would or would not
be interested in a page. The Bayesian classifier also returns a probability that may be used
to rank order pages. It provides relatively fine-grained probability estimates that may be
used to order the exploration of new pages in addition to rating them. For example, on
the biomedical domain, we used a leave-one-out testing methodology on a set of 120 rated
pages to predict the probability that a user would be interested in a page. The ten pages with
the highest probability were all correctly classified as interesting and the ten pages with the
lowest probability were all correctly classified as uninteresting. There were 21 pages whose
probability of being interesting was above 0.9 and 19 of these were rated as interesting by
the user. There were 64 pages whose probability of being interesting was below 0.1 and
only one was rated as interesting by the user.

The decision to use the 128 most informative words as features was made by looking at
one initial domain (biomedical) when only 50 examples were collected. Next, we explore
the impact of selecting other numbers of features. We show results only for the naive
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Table 3. The effect of varying the number of informative features.

Bayesian classifier with 20 training examples (and using all unseen data as test examples).
Each domain contains several thousands of distinct words that could be used as potential
features. We experimented with selecting 16, 32, 64, 96, 128, 200, 256, and 400 of the
most informative words to use as features. The results, averaged over 24 trials, are shown
in Table 3. We list six domains separately and also list the average over the six domains.

Table 3 shows that in most domains (and on average) an intermediate number of features
performs best. Having too few features can cause problems because important discrimi-
nating features are ignored. On the other hand, having too many features can also cause
problems if many words that aren't veiy relevant are used as features. On average for the
values we tested, 96 performed best. One might consider using infonDation-gain to select
a large group of informative features, and then using existing approaches for feature subset
selection (e.g., Kittler, 1986; John et al., 1994) to select some of these features using a
criteria other than infonnativeness. However, such algorithms increase the complexity of
the Bayesian classifier, making it impractical to learn a profile interactively. Furthermore,
such approaches are likely to overfit the example representation to the training data since in
many cases there are more features than examples. We will return to this issue in Section 6
where we propose an approach based on lexical knowledge.

3. Experimental comparisons

Alternatives to the Bayesian classifier were considered for Syskill & Webert. In this section,
we compare the Bayesian classifier to several standard machine learning algorithms and
present experimental evidence that the Bayesian classifier performs at least as well as these
computationally more intensive alternatives.

3.1. Nearest neighbor

The nearest neighbor algorithm (Duda & Hart, 1973) operates by storing all examples in
the training set. To classi' an unseen instance, it assigns it to the class of the most similar

Features
Bands

Reading
Bands
Sound

Biomed
Topic

Biorned
Lycos Movies Protein Average

16 70.4 73.0 74.5 77.1 74.6 71.6 73.9

32 72.0 71.6 73.6 79.2 76.8 73.8 74.6

64 74.3 71.7 74.1 80.9 73.1 75.0 74.8

96 74.3 75.1 76.9 78.7 72.5 78.8 75.5

128 73.8 73.4 77.3 77.0 74.2 75.1 75.1

200 74.3 73.3 77.1 77.4 71.4 75.0 74.7

256 74.5 73.4 76.9 77.0 71.3 76.5 74.6

400 74.8 73.3 75.5 76.9 69.2 70.6 73.9
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example. Since all of the features we use are binary features, the most similar example is
the one that has the most feature values in common with a test example.

3.2. PEBLS

PEBLS (Cost & Salzberg, 1993) is a nearest neighbor algorithm that makes use of a mod-
ification of the value difference metric, MVDM, (Stanfihl & Waltz, 1986) for computing
the distance between two examples. This distance between two examples is the sum of the
value differences of all attributes of the examples. The value difference between two values
J" and P5, of attribute A1 is given by:

A(Vj,, 1/h) = P(c, A = P5k) - P(c, A =

In many ways, PEBLS is similar to a naive Bayesian classifier. However, PEBLS can
accurately learn non-linearly separable concepts from Boolean features while the naive
Bayesian classifier cannot. If PEBLS were to be consistently more accurate than the
Bayesian classifier, then one possible explanation would be that a more complex decision
procedure than weighting of evidence across a group of words is necessary.

3.3. Decision trees

Decision tree learners such as 1D3 (Quinlan, 1986) build a decision tree by recursively
partitioning examples into subgroups until those subgroups contain examples of a single
class. A partition is fonned by a test on some attribute (e.g., is the feature database equal
to 0). 1D3 selects the test that provides the highest gain in information content.

3.4. Rocchio algorithm

We have used a version ofRocchio's algorithm (Rocchio, 1971) adapted to text classification
by Ittner et al. (1995). Rather than representing a document by a set ofBoolean features indi-
cating the presence or absence of a word, Rocchio's method uses the TF-IDF weight for each
informative word. TF-IDF is one of the most successful and well-tested weighting schemes
in Infonnation Retrieval (IR). The computation of the weights reflects empirical observa-
tions regarding text. Terms that appear frequently in one document (TF = term-frequency),
but rarely on the outside (IDF = inverse-document-frequency), are more likely to be relevant
to the topic of the document. Therefore, the TF-IDF weight of a term in one document is
the product of its term-frequency ('IF) and the inverse of its document frequency (IDE). In
addition, to prevent longer documents from having a better chance of retrieval, the weighted
term vectors are normalized to unit length.

Following Inner et al. (1995), we use the average of the TF-IDF vectors of all examples
of the interesting pages, and subtract away a weighted fraction (0.25) of the TF-IDF vectors
of the uninteresting pages in order to get a prototype-vector for the interesting class. Sub-
tracting TF-IDF vectors of the uninteresting pages helps to prevent infrequently occurring
terms from overly affecting the classification (since it is likely that these terms appear with
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similar frequencies in uninteresting pages). The weighted fraction used (0.25) was empiri-
cally determined reasonable in TREC-2 (1-larman, 1994).. Pages within a certain distance of
the prototype (as determined by the cosine similarity measure) are considered interesting.
A distance threshold is chosen that maximizes the accuracy on the training set.

3.5. Neural nets

We used two approaches to learning with neural nets. In the perceptron approach, there are
no hidden units and the single output unit is trained with the delta rule (Widrow & Hoff,
1960). The perceptron is limited to learning linearly separable functions (Minsky & Papert,
1969). We also use multi-layer networks trained with error backpropagation (Rumeihart
et al., 1986). We used 12 hidden units in our experiments.

3.6. Results

We ran 40 paired trials of seven classification algorithms on the data from the nine domains.
Each trial used a training set of size 20 and the remaining data was used as a test set. Twenty
examples were chosen as a reasonable intermediate number of examples. Most users would
like to get useful feedback as early as possible and most of the classification algorithms
have substantial increases in accuracy between 10 and 20 examples on many domains, but
not as drastic increases in accuracy between 20 and 50 examples. The results are shown
in Table 4. For each domain, we found the algorithm with the highest accuracy and the
algorithms that did not have a significant difference from the algorithm with the highest
accuracy (as determined by a paired two-tailed t-test at the .05 level). These algorithms are
noted with a '+' in Table 4.

Although no one algorithm is clearly superior on these problems, some algorithms do
stand out. 1D3 is not well suited to this task since it attempts to build trees that test as few
features as possible to make a classification and it appears that summing small amounts of
evidence over a larger number of features is needed in this task. We have also experimented

Thble 4. Average accuracy of the classification algorithms.

Domain N Neigh 1D3 Percept BackP PEBLS Bayes Rocchio

Bio(Topic) 74.5 70.2 73.2 76.0+ 74.6 77.3+ 77.5+
Goats 62.0 64.7 66.3 + 67.0 + 62.7 62.9 69.4 +

Bioycos) 80.0 + 75.9 80.2 -F- 80.9 + 79.9 + 78.2 78.1

Mail 63.1 62.4 62.8 64.2 63.3 66.9 + 67.9 +

Movies 58.6 69.4 + 70.5 + 67.4 60.0 69.3 + 69.0 +

Protein 77.0+ 73.7 70.4 74.1 77.0+ 77.0+ 74.6

Sheep 79.3 78.4 78.9 80.5+ 79.3 81.5+ 78.8

Bands(s) 74.4+ 70.7 71.4 73.1 + 74.5+ 73.4+ 73.7+
Bands(t) 75.0+ 68.6 69.6 73.9+ 75.0+ 74.6+ 74.5+
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with a more advanced decision tree learner C4.5 (Quinlan, 1994) with similar results.
Nearest Neighbor performed significantly worse than other approaches in more than half
of the experiments. We also experimented with "K Nearest Neighbor" approaches, but
modifying the number of neighbors did not result in higher accuracy. Backpropagation, the
Bayesian classifier and Rocchio's algorithm consistently perform well on most domains and
these algorithms are characterized by summing evidence among a large number of features,
but differ according to how the weight of each feature is calculated. There does not appear
to be the need for nonlinear classifiers such as neural nets trained by backpropagation, since
the Bayesian classifier and Rocchio's method, which are both linear classifiers, perform
with similar accuracy to the neural nets. It also does not appear that in this domain there is
an advantage in the TF-IDF weights rather than the Boolean features used by the Bayesian
classifier. -

Although the assumption of attribute independence is clearly an unrealistic one in the
context of text classification, we have decided to use the naive Bayesian classifier as the
default algorithm in Syskill & Webert for a variety of reasons. It performed well in our
experiments, and it also performs well in many domains that contain clear attribute depen-
dencies. Domingos & Pazzani (1996) explore the conditions for the optimality of the naive
Bayesian classifier and conclude that it can even be optimal if the estimated probabilities
contain large errors. Furthermore, it is very fast for both learning and predicting. Its learn-
ing time is linear in the number of examples and its prediction time is independent of the
number of examples. It is trivial to create an incremental version of the naive Bayesian
classifier. As we shall see in the next section, it is also simple to add some form of prior
knowledge to the Bayesian classifier, increasing its accuracy.

4. Using predefined user profiles

There are two drawbacks to Syskill & Webert that can be addressed by providing a learning
algorithm with initial knowledge about a user's interests. First, not all the words selected
by expected information gain seem related to our intuitions of relevant features for discrim-
inating between interesting and uninteresting pages. This occurs most frequently when
there are only a few training examples available. Using many irrelevant features makes
the learning task much harder. Second, the classification accuracy leaves some room for
improvement particularly with a small number of examples. Since some users might be
unwilling to rate many pages before the system can give reliable predictions, initial knowl-
edge about the user's interests can be exploited to give accurate predictions even when there
are only a few rated pages.

We elicit an initial profile for a new topic from the user. We ask the user to provide
words that are good indicators for an interesting page and allow him to state as many or few
words as he can think of. In addition, we ask for words that are good indicators for a page
being uninteresting. However, the concept of an "uninteresting web page" is hard to define,
because an "uninteresting web page" can be anything diverging from the user's interests.
Therefore, it might be hard or somewhat unnatural to think of words that are indicators for
uninteresting pages, and the user does not have to state any words if he cannot think of any.
However, words like "construction" and "moved" oflen occur on uninteresting pages.
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The initial user profile used in Syskill & Webert consists of a set ofprobabilities represent-
ing the probabilities for the word appearing (or not appearing) in a page, given that the page
was rated hot (or cold respectively). Such a probability table p(word I classj) contains 4
probabilities, namely p(word1 present

I
hot), p(word1 absent I hot), p(word,present (cold),

and p(word1 absent I cold). Note that the user must provide only two of the four probabil-
ities since p(word, absent I classy) is equal to 1 - p(word1present

I
class4. Furthermore,

if the user declines to state a probability, default values of .7 for p(word1present (hot) and
.3 for p(word1 present I cold) are used. These default values were chosen, as opposed to
.5/.5, because we assume that it is more likely that the user will provide words that are
indicators for pages being interesting.

After an initial user profile has been assessed, Syslcill & Webert needs to determine
to what degree it should "believe" in the user's probability estimates and to what extent
they should be updated when training data is encountered. This decision should clearly
be related to the amount of available training data. When there are initially only a few
rated pages available, the system should rely more on the profile given by the user than
on estimates formed by looking at only the available rated pages. As more training data
becomes available, the system should gradually increase the belief in probability estimates
from the data and gradually decrease the weight of the initial user profile.

Since an initial user profile is represented as probability tables, the process of revising
the user profile consists of gradually updating the given probabilities in a way to make them
reflect the training examples seen. A theoretically sound way of doing this is to express
the uncertainty in a probability estimate with a conjugate probability distribution. While
observing more training data, this probability distribution can be updated to reflect both
the changed expected value of the probability, and the increased confidence in the accuracy
of the probability estimate. The probability tables that represent the current profile of the
user's interests can be directly used in the simple Bayesian classifier.

Conjugate priors are a technique from Bayesian statistics to update probabilities from
data (e.g., Heckerman, 1995). We use the equivalent sample size approach for implementing
conjugate priors in Syskill & Webert and by default we weight the prior probability estimate
to be equivalent to 50 samples. For example, if the user specifies p(word1present (hot) to
be 0.8, this is equivalent to having seen 50 hot pages, 40 of which contain the word. After
seeing 25 hot pages, 10 of which contain the word, the value of p (word1 present

I
hot) used

by Syskill & Webert would be 50/75, while if the probability were estimated from the data
alone it would be 10/25.

To determine the effect on the classification accuracy of revising probabilities, we ran an
experiment comparing three variants of how the Bayesian classifier estimates conditional
probabilities and determines which words to use as features:

Data: The 96 most informative words are used as features, and the conditional proba-
bilities are estimated from the data alone, ignoring the initial profile. This is the naive
Bayesian classifier used in the previous experiments.
Revision: All words from the user profile are used as features, supplemented with the
most informative words for a total of96 features. The conjugate priors technique is used
to estimate probabilities.
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Fixed: This approach just uses the words in the user profile as features and always uses
the value for conditional probabilities provided by the user. In fact, apart from estimating
the class probabilities p (hot) and p (cold), there is no learning involved in this variant.
However, it provides a basis to assess the utility of the initial user profile.

The goal of the experiments is to determine if the revision strategy is more accurate than
the other two. If this is the case, then there is a benefit in obtaining an initial profile
from the user and revising it with feedback. Tables 5, 6 and 7 show the profiles for three
representative domains. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the accuracy of the three variants of the
Bayesian classifier on these domains averaged over 25 trials.

The results shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6 clearly demonstrate that the strategy of revising
an initial user profile is more accurate than the other two strategies. The benefit of the
revision strategy is most dramatic for the goats problem where the other two strategies
are approximately 70% accurate and the revision strategy is approximately 85% accurate.
Perhaps the most surprising finding is that the "Fixed" strategy does so well. People are
usually not very reliable in estimating conditional probabilities. However, it is possible that
people are extremely good at identifying keywords that distinguish interesting pages from
uninteresting ones. We will explore this hypothesis in the next experiment.

To determine whether the Revision strategy is successful due to the influence of the user
specified keywords or the use of initial probability estimates, we have tested a Bayesian
classifier that uses only the words in the user profile as features, but estimates all probabilities

Table 5. User profile for the bands domain.

Table 6. User profile for the biomedical domain

Table 7. User profile for the goats domain.

dai;y.7.3
cas/un eve .7.3

farm .7.3

sheep.7.3

wine .3.7

pygmy .7.3 angora .7.3

milk.? .3 doe.7.3

buck.7.3 wether.7.3

animals.7.3 hay.73
baIt .3.7

guitar .9.5 guitars .9.5 acoustic .9 .5

independent .9 .1 nirvana .9.1 pumpkins .9.2

alternative .9 .1 college .9.3 folk .9.5

synthesizer .1.6 keyboard.] .6 dance.] .6

grants .7.2 database .8.1 genarne .6.3

molecular .6 .1 protein .5 .2 prediction .9.]

class flicatian. 9 1 structure .6 .2 function .6.1

webm aster .05 .1 corn .1.4
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Figure 5. The accuracy of three variants of the Bayesian classifier on the independent recording artists domain.
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Figure 6. The accuracy of three variants of the Bayesian classifier on the goats domain.
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Figure 4. The accuracy of three variants of the Bayesian classifier on the Biomedical domain.
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Figure 7. Using only the words from the user profile as features provides a benefit similar to the conjugate prior
revision method.

from the data (ignoring the user's estimates). Such a classifier typically uses 10-15 features
instead of the larger number used by Syskill & Webert. Although we have found that using
a small number of features selected to maximize information gain results in low predictive
accuracy, our experiments with a small number of user-selected features show that this
technique is very promising. Figure 7 shows that using just the user's features (which is
labeled "ProfileFeatures" in the legend) is at least as accurate, and sometimes more accurate
than the conjugate priors revision strategy. Similar results were found in other domains not
shown here.

5. Using lexical knowledge

The results of the experiment shown in Figure 7 together with an inspection of the words
used in user profiles suggest that a considerable benefit could be gained by having knowledge
of the relationship between words that could be used instead of a simple stoplist to remove
words unrelated to the topic from consideration as features. For example, some of the words
selected as informative in the goats domain have included "took," "other," and "however?'
Such words did not occur in the user's profile, and it is unlikely that in a larger sample, they
would be considered informative.

While it might not be possible to easily capture all of a person's intuition about a domain,
some knowledge of the words is available. WOIWNET (Miller, 1990), is a lexical database
containing the relationship between approximately 30,000 commonly occurring English
words. When there is no relationship between a word and words in a topic (e.g., goat)
Syskill & Webert can eliminate that word from consideration as a feature2. This is accom-
plished by following any of the Hypemym, Antonym, Member-Holonym, Part-Holonym,
Similar-to, Pertainnym, or Derived-from links in WordNet. Table 8 lists some informative
features found from one training set, and strikes out those for which no relationship exists
between the word and the topic. While there is room for improvement, WordNet does
remove many words that are unrelated to the topic (and a few such as "farm") that might be
related. Most of the words that are not eliminated are related to the topic (with a few excep-
tions e.g., "computer"). Figure 8 shows the effect of using WordNet to filter features on the
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TableS. The stricken words are excluded as features by using WordNet.
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FigureS. Using only the informative words that are related to the topic results in increased accuracy, particularly
with small training sets.

goat domain averaged over 25 trials. The graph shows that there is a substantial increase in
accuracy when using lexical infomiation when there are not many training examples. As
the number of example increases, the effect is less substantial.

6. Related work

The Bayesian classifier has a long history in text categorization tasks (e.g., Maron, 1961;
Lewis 1992). Our work differs from previous work in this area by focusing on incorporating
additional knowledge into the classifier, as well as being focused on the World Wide Web.

There are several other agents designed to perform tasks similar to ours. The Web Watcher
(Armstrong et al., 1995) system is designed to help a user retrieve information from Web
sites. When given a description of a goal (such as retrieving a paper by a particular author),
it suggests which links to follow to get from a starting location to a goal location. It learns
by watching a user traverse the WWW and it helps the user when similar goals occur in the
future. The WebWatcher and the work described here serve different goals. In particular,
the user preference profile may be used to suggest new information sources related to ones
the user is interested in.

Letizia (Lieberman, 1995) is a software agent that is based on a slightly different learning
task. The system monitors the user while he's browsing the WWW and tries to infer the
user's interests based on browsing behavior. The advantage of an approach like this is that
the user does not have to explicitly indicate his likes or dislikes. However, the heuristics

pygmy return production cashmere management

milk animal angora feed spring
library breeding feeding cheese other
program computer fair fiber green
however health dairy time sueaem

took early normal farmquality
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used to infer users' interests might give a useful approximation, but they won't result in a
profile which is as accurate as a profile based on users' explicit ratings.

Lilce our work, WebHound (Lashkari, 1995) is designed to suggest new Web pages that
may interest a user. WebHound uses a collaborative approach to filtering. In this approach,
a user submits a list ofpages together with ratings ofthese pages. The agent finds other users
with similar ratings and suggests unread pages that are liked by others with similar interests.
One drawback of the collaborative filtering approach is that when new information becomes
available, others must first read and rate this information before it may be recommended. In
contrast, by learning a userprofile, our approach can determine whether a user is likely to be
interested in new information without relying on the opinions of other users. Furthermore,
the profile learned also contains information that can be used to create queries of Web search
engines such as LYCOS. However, one advantage of the collaborative approaches is that
they do not require transmission and analysis of the HTML source of Web pages.

7. Future directions

We are planning two types of enhancements to Syskill & Webert. First, we will investigate
improvements to the underlying classification technology. Howevei; rather than working
on the classification algorithm, the representation of profiles and the use of linguistic and
hierarchical knowledge in the forming of features will be pursued. This had a much larger
impact than particular classification algorithm used in our experiments.

Another set of enhancements to Syskill & Webert involve the redesign ofthe user interface
to make it more interactive. We are currently reimplementing many of its capabilities so
that the user profile can then be stored on the client rather than on the Syslcill and Webert
server. We are also exploring several other enhancements to the interface that will make it
easier to use (and as a consequence allow us to collect more data for our experiments).

Implementing routines that interactively annotate the index page with Syskill & Webert's
predictions as the initial 2K of each link is processed. Currently, no annotations are added
until all links have been retrieved and rated. We allow the user to prefetch links so that
the rating can occur rapidly, but this does require patience the first time Syskill & Webert
is used and disk space to store local copies of files.
Currently, Syskill & Webert displays its rating as annotations on the current page that
is displayed. We are planning on an option that will create a new page with Syskill &
Webert's rankings sorted by the probability estimate that the page is hot.
Currently, Syskill & Webert retrieves the original source of a page to determine its
interestingness. Several of the Web search engines such as LYCOS store a summary of
the page. We are implementing routines to use this summary for rating the interestingness
of a page. Combined with the previous option, this will reorder the suggestion made by
LYCOS based on the user's profile. This may be particularly useful with "CyberSearch"
which is a copy of much of the LYCOS database on CD-ROM eliminating the network
connection overhead as well as the network transmission overhead.
We plan on monitoring the topic page of each topic of a user, and notif'ing the user when
a new link is added to the page that is rated as interesting.
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8. Conclusions

We have introduced an agent that collects user evaluations of the interestingness of pages
on the World Wide Web. We have shown that a user profile may be learned from this
information and that this user profile can be used to determine what other pages might
interest the usen Such pages can be found immediately accessible from a user-defined
index page for a given topic or by using a Web search engine. Experiments on nine topics
with four users showed that the Bayesian classifier perfonns well at this classification task,
both in terms of accuracy and efficiency. Other learning algorithms that make classifications
based on combining evidence from a large number of features also perfonned well. 1D3
was not very accurate perhaps since it tries to minimize the number of features it tests to
make a classification and the presence or absence of a single feature can determine the class
assigned by 1D3. Additional experimentation showed that revising an initial user profile can
increase the accuracy of the classifier and the major benefit of the user profile is in selecting
features that are relevant to the classification task. A final experiment demonstrated that
benefit may also be achieved by consulting a thesaurus when selecting features.

Notes

An earlier version of Syskill & Webert, allowed for an intermediate "lukewarm" rating, but we found that it
was used infrequently, and the distinction between lukewann and cold was not necessary to meet the primary
goal of identifying hot pages.
We considered using a distance metric between concepts, rathcr than deciding whether or not there is any
relationship. However, early experiences with a distance metric were disappointing in that there did not seem
to be a correlation between the number of links traversed to connect two concepts and our "intuitive" measure
of the relationship.
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